
Honor Code: I have neither given or received help on this assignment, nor am I aware of any
infraction of the honor code.

15 year old male

T-Units Words

/Nothing I just finished school/

/and was doing some homework/

/It is I hate it/

/Well um not last quarter I couldn’t get the
grade up/

/but um I’m gonna try to do better next
quarter/

/I have like a C in her overall class/

/so that’s not terrible/

/Um I had uh four out of the eight possible
no four of the six possible classes that I
have today/

/No it’s chorus is on wednesdays and
fridays/

/Yeah they’re not gonna get it/

/they’re not even gonna put an offer in/

/Dad kept saying something like he just
um like it was too expensive/

/and that wouldn’t be the house that they
wanted to stay in the rest of their lives so/
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/Well it’s way out of their budget/

/and there’s some stuff that I don’t think
dad liked/

/He just he just was opposing it like so
strongly like even when we got there/

/and even when he looked at it/

/and he said he liked it he just he
wouldn’t/

/and I’m pretty sure that's what he was
doing the whole car ride home/

/but I really was trying not to pay attention
and get my hopes up/

/She really wanted/

/Yeah that was bad/

/The boat house was beautiful it had a bar
and three boat slips/

/but then the house was hideous/

/Yeah she’s not the brightest/

/Well Grace is being trouble today/

/she kept sneaking down here in the
middle of my classes/

/and laying on the bean bag with me/

/It is sweet/
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/but it’s hard to focus/
/Yeah yeah like she kept eating my
papers/

/and I was like “no”/

/Ate our homework I can’t trust her down
here because when I get uncomfortable
when I’m sitting at that desk I’ll just like
lay it on the floor/

/and then my chair always ends up
flipping over/

/and my papers end up all around me/

/and then I just go upstairs as soon as my
classes are done/

/so it never gets cleaned up/

/and so there’s just always crap on the
ground/

/Yes except for every Monday of every
week/

/I just have an asynchronous day/
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